Atomic properties of S-like W are evaluated through a state-of-the-art method, namely, the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) method combined with the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) approach. The level energies, wavelengths, and transition parameters involving the 88 lowest levels of W +58 (W LIX) are calculated. We discuss in detail the relative importance of the valence-and core-valence electron correlation effects, the Breit interaction, the higher order retardation correction beyond the Breit interaction through the transverse photon interaction, and the quantum electrodynamical (QED) corrections. The present level energies are highly accurate, with uncertainties close to what can be achieved from spectroscopy. As such, they provide benchmark tests for other theoretical calculations of S-like W and should assist the spectroscopists in their assignment/identification of observed lines in complex spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
The M -shell (n = 3) tungsten ions, such as S-like W +58 , are of great importance due to their potential use in plasma diagnostics in the future tokamak fusion reactor ITER [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Of special interest are the many strong emission lines in the 10 − 60Å, region, which are needed to monitor the tungsten-ion impurity levels and to properly predict the radiative emissions.
These applications stimulated some calculations of excitation energies and wavelengths for S-like W [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, a satisfactory accuracy has not been achieved yet. For example, the two data sets reported by Aggarwal et al. [8] , using the general-purpose relativistic atomic structure package (GRASP89) [12] and the flexible atomic code (FAC) [13] , are inconsistent, with excitation energy deviations of up to 30 000 cm −1 . The excitation energies calculated by Xu et al. [9] differ by 3 000 − 70 000 cm −1 from the results of Ref. [8] , although both sets are evaluated using the same GRASP89 code [12] . Unfortunately, these inconsistencies cannot * rsi13@fudan.edu.cn; wang kai10@fudan.edu.cn be resolved by experimental measurements because the theory-observation energy deviations for both sets are much larger than the experimental error bars.
On the other hand, the identification of measured lines also needs the support of theoretical calculations, but the latter do not provide the needed accuracy. Lennartsson et al. [2] measured several lines of the M -shell tungsten ions using the electron beam ion trap (EBIT) facility of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Two lines at λ = 34.779(4)Å and 35 .644(4)Å have not been identified, due to the lack of robust and reliable calculations. The FAC relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) calculations reported in [2] were indeed not accurate enough. To illustrate this, the line observed at 34 .779(4)Å might correspond to one of the following three transitions: 3s 2 3p 4 1 D 2 → 3s 2 3p 4 3 P 2 (an M1 transition of S-like W), 3s 2 3p 3 ( 2 P )3d 1 P o 1 → 3s 2 3p 4 3 P 2 (an E1 transition of S-like W), and 3s 2 3p 5 ( 2 P )3d 2 4 D o 5/2 → 3s 2 3p 6 3d 2 D 3/2 (an E1 transition of K-like W), with calculated wavelengths of 34.735Å, 34.800Å, and 34.812Å, respectively [2] . All three wavelengths are "equally close" to the measured one, but all lying outside the experimental error bars of 0.004Å.
The line at 35 .644(4)Å measured by Lennartsson et al. [2] was not identified for the same reason. Furthermore, many atomic energy levels of S-like W compiled in the Atomic Spectra Database (ASD) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [14] , which are determined by interpolation or extrapolation of known experimental values or by semiempirical calculation, have relatively large energy uncertainties, from 20 000 cm −1 to 60 000 cm −1 , due to the lack of accurate theoretical reference values.
In this paper, using the multi-configuration Dirac-Hatree-Fock (MCDHF) method and the relativistic configuration interaction approach (RCI) [15] as implemented in the GRASP2K code [16, 17] , we improve on the accuracy of previous theoretical results. The deviations between our wavelengths and experiments are within 0.06 %. The various contributions to the excitation energies, such as valence-valence (VV) and corevalence (CV) electron correlation, along with the Breit and transverse photon interactions, are investigated in detail. We also conduct a detailed study of the quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections, comparing the performance of three different methods for describing the self energy. This effort paves the way for future applications of this approach for accurate predictions of properties of multielectron high-Z ions and provides precision benchmarks for spectral identifications and other applications.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

A. Electron correlation with the MCDHF method
In the MCDHF method [16] , electron correlation is included by expanding the atomic state function (ASF) Ψ (ΓP J) in configuration state functions (CSFs)
The CSFs, Φ (γ i P J), are jj-coupled many-electron functions built from antisymmetrized products of oneelectron Dirac orbitals, where γ i specifies the occupied subshells with their complete angular coupling tree information, P the parity and J the total angular mo-mentum. The radial large and small components of the one-electron orbitals and the expansion coefficients {c i } of the CSFs are obtained by solving iteratively the Dirac-Hartree-Fock radial equations and the configuration interaction eigenvalue problem resulting from applying the variational principle on the energy functional of the targeted states in the extended optimal level (EOL) scheme [16, 18] . The energy functional is based on the Dirac-Coulomb (DC) Hamiltonian
and accounts for relativistic kinematic effects.
The configurations {3s 2 3p 4 , 3s 2 3p 2 3d 2 , 3s3p 4 3d, 3s3p 2 3d 3 , 3p 6 , 3p 4 3d 2 } {3s 2 3p 3 3d, 3s 2 3p3d 3 , 3s3p 5 , 3s3p 3 3d 2 , 3p 5 3d} constitute, respectively, the multireference (MR) spaces for even and odd parities. The CSF expansions are generated by allowing single (S) and double (D) excitations of all the n = 3 electrons, namely valence electrons, from all MR configurations to n ≤ 7, l ≤ 5 (i.e., up to h-orbital symmetry). These CSFs describe the valence-valence (VV) electron correlation. No substitutions were allowed from the 1s shell, which defines an inactive closed core. In a second series of calculations we added, to the CSFs above, CSFs resulting from SD-MR substitutions of all the n = 2, 3 electrons to n ≤ 6, l ≤ 5, with the restriction of allowing maximum one hole in the n = 2 core shell. These added CSFs describe the corevalence (CV) correlation effects. The core-core electron correlation effects are unimportant for the excitation energies of the studied states and have thus been neglected, compare [19] . The numbers of CSFs distributed over the different J symmetries in the final even and odd state expansions are, respectively, 20 396 713 and 11 691 659.
B. Breit and QED Corrections
In the relativistic description of the many-electron system, the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian (2) is the starting point that should be corrected by the so called transverse photon (TP) interaction, which, in the α 2 approximation, takes the form:
where ω ij is the frequency of the exchanged virtual photon propagating the interaction [20] . In the lowfrequency limit ω ij → 0, the TP interaction reduces to the Breit interaction [21] 
(4) which is the sum of the Gaunt interaction
and the Breit retardation [22] H retard.
(6) The higher-order retardation correction beyond the Breit interaction (4) is therefore defined as the difference
Once the orbitals optimized through the MCDHF procedure are available, the transverse photon interaction, or the Breit interaction, and the leading QED effects (vacuum polarization and self-energy) can be added to the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian in relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) calculations to capture relativistic corrections to the Coulomb interaction.
For evaluating the TP Hamiltonian matrix elements, some decision has to be taken for the appropriate value of the ω ij . These matrix elements involve indeed twobody contributions of the form (a † q a p )(a † s a r ) with their own single-electron energies {ǫ p , ǫ q , ǫ r , ǫ s } for which ω ij can be taken as ω ij = ω sr = −ω qp when the effective potentials are derived "on the energy shell" [16] . Averaging ω sr and ω pq has proved quite effective in bound state calculations involving atomic inner shells for "off-shell" potentials but the individual one-particle energies ǫ i are physically meaningful only for spectroscopic orbitals. In the present work, the TP Hamiltonian matrix elements therefore include the frequency-dependent contributions when the latter involve the spectroscopic orbitals {1s 1/2 , 2s 1/2 , 2p 1/2 , 2p 3/2 , 3s 1/2 , 3p 1/2 , 3p 3/2 , 3d 3/2 , 3d 5/2 } spanning the MR configurations. For contributions involving any of the so-called correlation orbitals that are unoccupied in the MR subspace, but appear in the active orbital sets for describing electron correlation excitations, the low frequency limit ω ij → 0 is considered.
The current status of bound state quantum electrodynamics calculations of transition energies for a fewelectron highly-charged ions has been reviewed very recently by Indelicato [23] . The one-electron QED corrections are separated into two contributions, namely, the self-energy (SE) and the vacuum polarization (VP). The VP contribution can be represented by a potential. We use for the present work the analytical expressions derived by Fullerton and Rinker [24] for the Uehling model potential and the higher-order Källén-Sabry VP potential. For S-like W, the self-energy contribution dominates the QED corrections. We investigate three different methods (M1 -M3) for estimating the latter:
• QED -M1: In the current GRASP2K code, starting from the self energy of a hydrogenic system
where F (nlj, Zα) is a slowly varying function of Zα that has been tabulated by Mohr et al. [25] and Klarsfeld et al. [26] , the total SE contribution is given as a sum of one-electron corrections weighted by the fractional occupation number of the one-electron orbital in the total wave function. For each orbital, the effective nuclear charge or, equivalently the screening, is estimated by equating the mean radius of each MCDHF orbital to that of a hydrogenic (Dirac) orbital [16] .
• QED -M2: Starting from the latest available hydrogenic values [27, 28] modified to account for finite-nuclear-size effects [29, 30] , a screening approximation based on the Welton interpretation [31] and implemented in GRASP2K by Lowe et al. [32] , is used to evaluate the SE contribution.
• QED -M3: A model QED operator, which also includes the non-local QED part to calculate the SE corrections for many-electron atomic systems, was recently developed by Shabaev et al. (QED-MOD) [33, 34] . We also include this model SE operator in the GRASP2K code to evaluate the SE contribution.
For all these three models, only the contribution from the diagonal matrix elements of the QED operator is considered. Further work will quantify the off-diagonal contribution of the QED operator. [35] . The last two approaches (QED -M2/M3) have recently been used for investigating Breit and QED effects in the ground-term fine structures of F-like [36] and Co-like [37] ions.
The following notations will be used for the various correlation and interaction models:
1. Multireference MCDHF calculations will be denoted VV when limiting the inclusion of electron correlation to the valence shells, and CV when enlarging the multiconfiguration expansions to corevalence excitations.
2. Taking the long wavelength limit for the transverse part and adding the resulting Breit interaction (4) to the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian (2) defines the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit (DCB) Hamiltonian, in the effective Coulomb gauge
3. Adding the transverse photon interaction in Coulomb gauge (3) to the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian (2) gives the more complete Hamiltonian
4. Calculations including QED corrections estimated by selecting one of the three models (M1, M2 or M3) as described above, and added to H DCT P in the very last step, are denoted QED(Mx).
The relativistic corrections to the Coulomb interaction and quantum electrodynamics corrections considered in steps (2) (3) (4) are included in RCI calculation based on CSF expansions accounting for both VV and CV electron correlation.
III. RESULTS
A. Excitation energies
Electron correlation
In Table I , we present the excitation energies for a selection of levels from the above correlation and interaction models, together with the values compiled in the NIST Atomic Spectra Database (ASD) [14] . Only the levels, for which the NIST compiled values deduced from measured lines are listed in Table I . The atomic units are used throughout the present work, if units are not indicated explicitly. The deviations (∆E = E MCDHF/RCI − E NIST ) between our calculated MCDHF/RCI excitation energies and the experimental values compiled in the NIST ASD are also reported. On average, CV electron correlation plays a smaller role than VV electron correlation, as expected for transitions involving valence excitations. CV electron correlation was systematically omitted in all previous theoretical calculations performed for S-like W [8, 9, 11, 24] . However, limiting electron correlation to VV electron correlation is not enough to reach the needed accuracy for assisting spectroscopists in the spectral lines identification process, as discussed in Ref. [2] . By comparing the two columns ∆E-VV and ∆E-CV of Table I , it is seen that the addition of CV to the VV electron correlation further reduces the energy differences between the MCDHF and observed (NIST) excitation energy values by ≃ 1 100 − 5 600 cm −1 for the levels considered. This illustrates the importance of corevalence correlation, even for such highly charged ions.
The Breit interaction and QED corrections
As revealed by column 5 of Table I , the magnitude of the Breit correction to excitation energies strongly depends on the electronic configuration. The Breit correction affects the excitation energies of the levels of the 3s 2 3p 3 3d configuration by ≃ 10 000 − 45 000 cm −1 . The corresponding effect on the levels arising from the 3s3p 5 configuration is considerably smaller, around 5 000 cm −1 .
Comparing column 6 with column 5 of Table I , one observes that the higher-order frequency-dependent correc-tions H HO = H TP − H Breit are relatively small compared with the Breit interaction, but cannot be neglected for precision calculations of excitation energies in S-like W.
Adding the QED corrections to the MCDHF/RCI excitation energies improves substantially the agreement with observation. These QED corrections reach around 4 000 -29 000 cm −1 . The QED corrections to excitation energies are naturally grouped according to the electronic configuration of the level considered, as observed for the Breit interaction. As expected the QED contribution to the excitation energies of the levels of the 3s3p 5 configuration is significantly larger than the contribution to the excitation energies of the levels of the 3s 2 3p 3 3d configuration due to the change in the 3s electron occupation number for the former configuration.
The QED corrections to the excitation energies obtained using the three different QED potentials as described above, are also given in Table I . Compared with the results obtained by using the QED-M1 method, the MCDHF/RCI results based on the QED -M2 and QED -M3 methods are closer to the experimental NIST values. The QED corrections obtained by using the QED -M2 and QED -M3 methods are very similar. For each level considered, the excitation energies obtained with both QED-M2/M3 models lie within the error bars of the estimated experimental uncertainty reported in the E NIST column.
In short, the Breit interaction and QED corrections play the most important role in the calculations of excitation energies of S-like W 58+ . However, the CV electron correlation and the higher-order corrections (7) arising from H TP − H Breit , which were not considered in the previous calculations [8] [9] [10] [11] , cannot be omitted for highprecision results. Since our MCDHF/RCI excitation energies obtained by using the QED -M2 and QED -M3 methods are very similar, the results that are reported in the following sections are only based on the M2 model. Moreover, the MCDHF/RCI label will be shortened from here by the single MCDHF generic denomination to simplify the notations, but the reader should be aware that Breit, TP and QED corrections were all included in the final RCI calculations.
B. Wavelengths and transition rates
In Table II we present the differences ∆λ between the present theoretical wavelengths calculated at different levels of approximation and the experimental values. The differences between the present theoretical wavelengths and the measured values for the E1 transitions are found to be around several hundreds mÅ when VV and CV electron correlation is included in the Dirac-Coulomb approximation. Once the H DCT P Hamiltonian (10) is considered to take the transverse photon interaction into account, our wavelengths are getting closer to the measured ones, reducing the differences to −200 ≤ ∆λ ≤ +24 mÅ. By further adding the QED corrections, the wavelength differences become of the same order of magnitude than the estimated uncertainty of the experimental value reported in parentheses in the λ exp. column. Since the upper and lower levels of the M1 transition 3s 2 3p 4 1 D 2 −3s 2 3p 4 3 P 2 belong to the same configuration, the Breit/TP interaction and QED corrections have similar effects on the levels involved, affecting only slightly the wavelength of this intra-configuration transition.
As far as transition rates are concerned, the magnetic Breit/TP interaction decreases transition rates by ≃ 3 %, on average. However, the variations in transition rates due to QED are about ≃ 0.3 %. One observes that the QED corrections barely change the M1 transition rate. This characteristics was also found for the M1 transitions within the 3d n configurations (with n = 2−5) in Ref. [38] .
C. Comparison with other theoretical works and observation
Excitation energies of S-like W from the present MCDHF/RCI calculations, as well as the compiled data from the NIST ASD [14] , are listed in Table III . For comparison, the two theoretical data sets reported by Aggarwal et al. [8] , and the theoretical results provided by Xu et al. [9] are also included in the table.
The NIST compiled values in square brackets are determined from semi-empirical calculations by Kramida [39] using Cowan's code [40] . The other NIST values are deduced from measured lines that were observed using the EBIT facilities [1, 41] . For each level, the number reported in parenthesis, after the NIST excitation level en-ergy, is the estimated accuracy provided by the NIST ASD. It can be seen from this table that the accuracy of the NIST values quoted in square brackets is generally about tens of thousands cm −1 , whereas the NIST values deduced by measured lines are much more accurate (110 − 2500 cm −1 ).
The energy differences, ∆E = E theory −E NIST , between the different theoretical excitation energies (MCDHF, Aggarwal1, Aggarwal2, and Xu) and the NIST compiled values are also reported in Table III . The differences ∆E between the present MCDHF/RCI energies and the NIST values deduced from measured lines are well controlled within 2 800 cm −1 , and are generally within or smaller than the NIST estimated uncertainties. On the contrary, the two theoretical data sets of Aggarwal et al. [8] deviate from the NIST measured values by up to ≃ 15 700 cm −1 . Moreover, these two data sets do not support each other well, revealing deviations of up to ≃ 11 000 cm −1 . Similarly, the excitation energies calculated by Xu et al. [9] differ from the NIST measured values by up to 15 000 cm −1 .
The differences between the previous calculations of atomic energy levels [8, 9] and the NIST measured value are several times or one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding differences calculated for the present theoretical MCDHF/RCI energies. This indicates that the present theoretical excitation energies of S-like W are highly accurate and represent a great improvement on the latest theoretical results [8, 9] . In addition, excitation energies in Table III are presented in the order of the present theoretical excitation energies. The results from the previous calculations [8, 9] that do not correspond to this order are highlighted in boldface. This explicitly illustrates that the order of the levels from the previous calculations is not always correct, although some levels are very close to each other, in which case the order remains uncertain.
Looking at the NIST values that are reported in square brackets to mark their origin from semi-empirical parametric calculations, their differences with the present theoretical values are usually about tens of thousands cm −1 , with the largest difference of 46 000 cm −1 . For this reason, our MCDHF/RCI excitation energies, compared with these NIST compiled values, also represent a substantial improvement in accuracy. We therefore recommend the use of the present theoretical values for updating these NIST semi-empirical data, and even suggest their use as input data for a new parametric fit using Cowan's code, which would increase dramatically the accuracy and quality of the NIST compiled values.
Spectroscopists pay close attention to the n = 3 → n = 3 transitions of S-like W that can be used as benchmarks for advancing electron-correlation physics in multielectron high-Z ions. Furthermore, the n = 3 → n = 3 forbidden transitions, such as 3p − 3p and 3d − 3d, are also important for plasma diagnostics because their line intensity ratios are highly sensitive to the electron density. We compare in Table IV the present MCDHF/RCI wavelengths with the measured values in the range of 10Å to 60Å [1, 2, 41] , as well as with previous theoretical values (Aggarwal1, Aggarwal2, and Xu ) [8, 9] . The theory-observation deviations ∆λ (in mÅ) are also listed in the same table. The agreement between the experimental and present theoretical wavelength values is generally within 10 mÅ for the transitions in the X-ray region. This signifies that the accuracy of our calculations is high enough to confirm or revise experimental identifications. For comparison, the results from Ref. [8] and from Ref. [9] deviate from the measured values by up to 130 mÅ and 336 mÅ, respectively. Their differences with the experimental wavelength values are also usually several times or one order of magnitude larger compared with the corresponding MCDHF/RCI differences.
The line at 34.779(4)Å, measured by Lennartsson et al. [2] using the EBIT facility, was not explicitly identified, since relatively limited RCI calculations were available for supporting line assignments. The calculated RCI values for the 3s 2 3p 4 1 D 2 → 3s 2 3p 4 3 P 2 (an M1 transition) and 3s 2 3p 3 ( 2 P )3d 1 P 1 → 3s 2 3p 4 3 P 2 (an E1 transition) in Ref. [2] , are respectively 34.735Å, 34.800Å. They are "equally close" to the measured wavelength of 34.779(4)Å. By comparison, our MCDHF values are, respectively, 34.819Å and 34.773Å for these E1 and M1 transitions. Our theoretical wavelength λ = 34.773Å for the M1 transition agrees well enough with the measured wavelength at λ=34.779(4)Å to suggest to assign the latter to the M1 transition, but not to the E1 transition.
Among the previous different calculations [8, 9] , the M1 transitions are not reported in Ref. [9] . Therefore, this theoretical work cannot be used to assign the line 34.779(4)Å due to incomplete data. The results provided in Ref. [8] for these E1 and M1 transitions are, respectively, 34.74Å and 34.78Å. By comparison, the present MCDHF/RCI values are respectively 34.819Å and 34.773Å, i.e. a wavelength for the E1 transition longer than for the M1 transition. This fact alone illustrates that the order of the 3s 2 3p 4 1 D 2 and 3s 2 3p 3 ( 2 P )3d 1 P 1 levels found in the calculations [8] is most likely not correct, as pointed out above.
Accurate wavelengths (λ), transition rates (A), weighted oscillator strengths (gf ) and line strengths (S) for E1, E2, M1 and M2 transitions with a radiative branching ratio larger than 0.1 % involving the lowest 88 levels from the present MCDHF/RCI calculations are listed in Table V . All E1 and E2 transitions are calculated in Babushkin (length) gauge. Compared with the calculations [8] , the present theoretical calculations also provide a complete data set of accurate radiative transition data. Aggarwal et al. stated that calculations were performed for the transitions among the lowest 220 levels of the n = 3 configurations, whereas radiative rates were only reported for the transitions involving the two lowest levels (The data involving the higher levels did not belong to S-like W). Future modeling and diagnosing of plasmas would benefit from the present complete data sets of high accuracy. The present work could also be used for cross-checking work under progress [42] on the inclusion of QED corrections in GRASP2018 [43] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We calculated the energy levels, wavelengths, and E1, E2, M1, and M2 transition parameters among the 88 lowest levels for S-like W using the MCDHF and RCI methods [16] implemented in the GRASP2K package [16, 17] . We analyzed in detail the relative importance of different physical effects, namely, VV and CV electron correlations, the Breit interaction, the higher-order frequency-dependent retardation correction through the Transverse Photon interaction, and the QED corrections, using for the latter three different models.
The Breit and QED corrections play an important role in the calculations of excitation energies and wavelengths in S-like W. The CV electron and the higherorder retardation corrections beyond the Breit interaction, which were not considered in previous calculations [8] [9] [10] [11] , should not be ignored for getting highprecision results. The present set of results is accurate enough to support and help spectroscopists in their delicate and challenging task of spectral lines identification. We expect that the present complete and accurate atomic data set for S-like W would benefit future modeling and diagnosing of plasmas. [14] . The estimated uncertainty of the experimental value for each level is reported in brackets in the ENIST column. The MCDHF values were calculated using the Dirac-Coulomb Hamitonian with CSF expansions targeting valence (VV) and core-valence (CV) electron correlation; The DCB and DCTP values were obtained by considering in the RCI step the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit (9) and Dirac-Coulomb-Transverse-Photon (10) Hamiltonians, respectively. The QED corrections were estimated using the three different models (M1-M3)(see the text for details). The differences ∆E = E MCDHF/RCI − ENIST are also reported (in cm −1 ). The key in the first column is a number assigned to each level, and is available in the Table III . III: Computed excitation energies (E, in cm −1 ) from the present MCDHF/RCI calculations (DCTP Hamiltonian + QED-M2), as well as from the previous theoretical works [8] (Aggarwal1 and Aggarwal2) and [9] (Xu), are compared with the values compiled in the NIST ASD [14] . The differences (∆E, in cm −1 ) of the different theoretical results and the NIST values are listed along with the present theoretical lifetimes (τ , in s). The NIST compiled values reported in square brackets are determined by semi-empirical parametric calculations using Cowan's code. The rest of the NIST values are deduced from measured lines. The number reported in parenthesis, after the NIST excitation energy, is the estimated accuracy provided by the NIST ASD. The results from the previous calculations [8, 9] that do not correspond to this order are highlighted in boldface.
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Level V: The present MCDHF/RCI (DCTP Hamiltonian + QED-M2) wavelengths (λ, inÅ), transition rates (A, in s −1 ), weighted oscillator strengths (gf , dimensionless), and line strengths (S, in atomic units) for E1, E2, M1, and M2 transitions with radiative branching ratios (BRs) larger than 0.1% among the lowest 88 levels for S-like W. Only the results for the transitions among the 10 lowest levels are shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. 
